Let {x p } peZ (where Z is the ring of integers) be a family of Hilbert spaces, and let S p e L(X P ,X P+1 ) be a family of operators such that R(S p )c H(S P+1 ), for all peZ. Let the following sequence represent the complex of Hilbert spaces
u.2)
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-23 - A D-commuting system S « (S 1f ...,S n )cL(X) is said to be singular (resp. non-singular) if 8(£ s ) 4 N(<5 S ) (resp. K(Sg) = N(<5g)). I believe strongly that Conjeoture 3*3 must be true, and I guess that it may follow from some combination of Taylor's technique [7] and Fialkow's approach [4] .
